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 Frobenius +3Eêp~í2/ª: Camina éÚ CI
é.
E. B. KuischÚ R. W. van der Waall¤Ú? p- Frobenius+´ Frobenius+
3Aê pþ«í2. 31nÙ¥,©ÄkïÄ
 p- Frobenius
+?Ú5. Ùg, ©Ä p- Frobenius + G Ø N ´45
¹. ©â N ¤¹ p-KÝaê8Ñ
 G ©a, (JXe.
 G ´± N Ø p- Frobenius +,  N ´ G 45f+.
(a) e | cl(N0)| = 3, K G ∼= S3.
(b) e | cl(N0)| = 4, K G ∼= A4.
(c) e | cl(N0)| = 5, K G Óue+: D10, M10, Z5 ⋊ Z4.
(d) e | cl(N0)| ≥ 6 óê, K | cl(N0)| = 2a, Ù¥ê a ≥ 3. ?Ú/, G
´± (Z2)
a Ø Frobenius +.




) È, Ù¥ k ê.
 ,  N ¤¹ G-Ýaê8ØLo,©û½
 G kXe(.
 G ´± N Ø p- Frobenius +,  N ´ G 45f+.
(a) e N ´dü G-Ýa¿8¤,K G ´± N Ø 2-­D4 Frobe-
nius +;
(b)e N ´dn G-Ýa¿8¤,K G´Óu (Zr)














+, Ù¥ r ´ØÓu p Ûê, s ≥ 2. ?Ú, H ´ rs−1
2
;
(c)e N ´do G-Ýa¿8¤,K G´Óu (Zr)
s ⋊H  Frobenius
+, Ù¥ r ´ØÓu p ê, s ≥ 1. ?Ú, H ´ rs−1
3
.















Finite Frobenius groups have played a major role in many areas of group theory,
notably in the analysis of 2-transitive groups and finite simple groups. It is so
important that people generalize Frobenius groups in different ways. Many group
theorists have devoted themselves to this field and a lot of valuable research results
have been obtained.
This paper reviews some basic facts about Frobenius groups and lists both group
and character theoretical equivalent conditions in Chapter one.
In Chapter two, the paper lists usual generalizations of Frobenius groups in the
complex field: Camina pairs and CI pairs.
p-modular Frobenius group which is introduced by E. B. Kuisch and R. W. van
der Waall is a generalization of Frobneius group in a field of positive characteristic
p. In Chapter three, the paper first investigates some further properties about
p-modular Frobenius groups. Second, the paper considers the case where the p-
modular Frobenius kernel N is a minimal normal subgroup of a p-modular Frobenius
group G. The paper gives the complete classification of G according to the number
of p-regular conjugacy classes in N . The result is the following.
Let G be a p-modular Frobenius group with kernel N . Suppose that N is a
minimal normal subgroup of G.
(a) If | cl(N0)| = 3, then G ∼= S3.
(b) If | cl(N0)| = 4, then G ∼= A4.
(c) If | cl(N0)| = 5, then G is isomorphic to one of the following groups: D10,
M10, Z5 ⋊ Z4.
(d) If | cl(N0)| ≥ 6 is even, then | cl(N0)| = 2a, where a ≥ 3 is a positive integer.
Furthermore, G is a Frobenius group with kernel (Z2)
a.
(e) If | cl(N0)| ≥ 6 is odd, then either G is a Frobenius group with kernel N which
is elementary abelian, or N is a direct product of mutually isomorphic PSL(2, 32
k
)
for some positive integer k.
Finally, the paper determines the structure of G when N has no more than four














Let G be a p-modular Frobenius group with kernel N . Suppose that N is a
minimal normal subgroup of G.
(a) If N is the union of two conjugacy classes in G, then G is a doubly transitive
Frobenius group with kernel N .
(b) If N is the union of three conjugacy classes in G, then G is a Frobenius group
of the kind (Zr)
s ⋊H for some odd prime r 6= p and s ≥ 2. Furthermore, the order




(c) If N is the union of four conjugacy classes in G, then G is a Frobenius group
(Zr)
s ⋊H for some prime r 6= p and s ≥ 1. Furthermore, the order of H is rs−1
3
.
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y², §^ª)¿©7^´§ Galois+´)+. lù«¿Â
þ, ·` E. Galois ´+ØMáö. ,, E. Galois ¤`+ØL´äN
+, =+. +VgÚ(Ø´ª)Ä+1Ì5.
Ä+)1Ì5K´ J. W. R. Dedekind Ú L. Kronecker k
+9k+Ä½Â±9 A. Cayley 'ukÄ+ïÄó.
3 C. Jordan ;ÍKe, F. Klein u 1872 c3ÙÍ¶DKj+¥
Ñ, AÛ©a±ÏLÃëYC+5?1. F. Klein Ú J. H. Poincare 3
é “gÅ¼ê”ïÄ¥Q^Ù¦a.Ã+ (=lÑ+½ØëY+). 3 1870
cc , M. S. Lie m©ïÄëYC+=)ÛCo+, ^5²©§),
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+ÄVg¤ , G. Frobenius m©ïÄÄ+nØ¥äN¯K. 19
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ØUê²Ø+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KÙ +ØNX. H. Zassenhaus
 [108] ´+Ø²;Í. G. Frobenius, W. Burnside Ú I. Schur ïáåk
+Ý
L«Ø , k+Ø®,/¤.
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 E. Galois 
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+k, @Ò´ Zn. ÄuÓ{, A. Cayley u 1878 cJÑ
éu
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k+Ó©a¯K. <uyù¯K'Ì+/E,Ú(J
õ. ²LNõêÆ[ãå, <




l,«¿Âþ5`, kü+´Ek+ “Ä”, 
¦^ù “Ä”
5y²k+½n, ·I
)'ukü+¦&E. 20 ­V 50
c´k+Ø%ÇuÐ#ã, Ù¥'n¯´kü+©a½n
 Brauer j+, C. Chevalley 'u?¿þ Chevalley +ÚE{Ú J. G.
Thompson éu Frobenius "Ößy². R. Brauer ´ékü+©aN
óK<. 20 ­V 30  40 c+Ø¤JA´ R. Brauer
XÚMák+L«Ø. ¢Sþ, ¦Mák+L«Ø8Ò´ïÄk
ü+(. R. Brauer r¦)Ì°åÚmÑ z
kü+©a¯K,
¦´kü+©a½nÃ#CÄ<. 1981c 2, XêxÆ Simon
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2. + An, n ≥ 5;
3. ;.5+:
PSLn(q), PSUn(q), PSp2n(q), ½ PO
ε
n(q);
4. ~	 Lie .+:
3D4(q), E6(q),







M11, M12, M22, M23, M24 (Mathieu +);
J1, J2, J3, J4 (Janko +);





F1, F2, F3, F5; He, Ru, Ly, ON.




1. PSL(2, p), Ù¥ p ´ê÷v p > 3 Ú p2 − 1 6≡ 0(mod 5);















3. PSL(2, 3q), Ù¥ q ´Ûê;
4. PSL(3, 3);
5. $7+ S (2q), Ù¥ q ´Ûê.
Ø
 PSL(2, 2) ∼= SL(2, 2) ∼= GL(2, 2) ∼= S3 Ú PSL(2, 3) ∼= A4 	, PSL(n, pm)Ñ
´ü+. e¡´~AÚAÏK5+Ó+:
PSL(2, 4) ∼= PSL(2, 5) ∼= A5,PSL(2, 7) ∼= PSL(3, 2) ∼= GL(3, 2),PSL(4, 2) ∼= A8,PSL(2, 9) ∼= A6.
,	, 'ukü+Í, ëw M. Aschbacher[12]  R. A. Wilson 
¬ [106], ±9 M. Suzuki Í [101].
<3Ïékü+L§¥uÐ
L«nØ.+L«Ø´ïÄk+r
kåóä, §)+~L«nØÚL«nØ, Ù¥, k+~L«n
ØMá@.  G k+, F , ¡+Ó
X : G −→ GL(n, F )
g 7−→ X (g)
+ G  F -L« (½ F -5L«),Ù¥ê n ¡L« X gê.
k+L«nØ(J?3u GL(n, F )¥¹
õZ6&E,=éu+ G
¥z g,3éAÝ




 X (g) ,. þãL«AI½Â
χ : G −→ F, g 7−→ tr(X (g)).
XJ charF ∤ |G|, @o¡+ G L« X ~L«, d, ?¿ FG-Ñ´
, AO/,  F = C , AIÚL«3q¿Âep(½. X
J charF Ø |G|, @o¡+ G L« X L«.
k+~L«nØ´+3AêØØ+êþL«nØ. 19 ­V
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áuÐ
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“k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+An
Ø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 , G. Frobenius Ú W. Burnside rk+~AInØÚEL«ØuÐ
õ/Ú.¦Ñ
k+~AInØék+(A^. ~
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©Ìë
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IêÆ[ G. Frobenius 3 [52] ¥y²
Í¶ Frobenius ½n: XJk+ G





 G 5f+ NH = G, N ∩H = 1. 
Vgùuy,<räk
ù«5+ G ¡ Frobenius +, H ¡ Frobenius Ö, N ¡ Frobenius Ø.
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½±¢D Brauer AIþ. ~X, Ø Brauer AIgê7UØ+
; BrauerAI GaloisÝ7´ BrauerAI;~L«¥ Frobenius
pÆé Brauer AIØ½¤á
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dd, ïÄ Brauer AIpÚØ¤°Cz±9 Brauer
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 Frobenius +, XJ N zÌØ Brauer AIp G þ´Ø
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 Frobenius +Ø Brauer AI p-
 Frobenius ØØ Brauer AIkXîéA'X.
W. Feit Í [46]  H. Nagao Ú Y. Tsushima Í [83] Ñ´k+L
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 Brauer A
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?¿5f+Ø½´ M-+, ~f E. C. Dade [32]. L. Dornhoff 3 [41] y²

 M-+5 Hallf+´M-+. y3,<vk)ûM-+´ÄkX+
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ÝaêØL 5 ¹ek+©a. D. T. Sigley 3 1935 c [99] ¥ï
Ä
 | cl(G)| = 6Ú | cl(G)| = 7k+©a,´¦ | cl(G)| = 6¹©
aØ. 1966c, J. Poland3 [89]¥
 | cl(G)| = 6Ú | cl(G)| = 7k+
©a. 1974 c, L. F. Kosvintsev 3 [70] ¥éT¹k 8 Ýak+?
1
©a. 1976 c, V. A. Odincov Ú A. I. Starostin 3 [86] 
k 9 Ýa
¤kk+(. 1978 c, A. G. Aleksandrov Ú K. A. Komissarcik 3 [9] ¥
é | cl(G)| ≤ 12 ¤kkü+?1
©a. Ù¦'ók A. Mann [77],
















e G ´)+ G ÝaÝpØÓ, K G Ó
ungé¡+ S3. ?Ú/, 1994 c, J. P. Zhang 3 [110] ¥y²
 S3 ß:
k+ G, e?¿üÝaÝÑØÓ, K7,k G ∼= S3. A. Vera López
Ú J. Vera López 3 1985 c [105] ¥lØÓÝâ | cl(G)| éäkNõ4
5f+k+?1
©a, ¿{z
c<é | cl(G)| ≤ 9 k+©ay².
,¡, ·5f+´d+Ýa|¤,5f+¤¹+
Ýaêg,¬K+(. É#3 [3] ¥Ñek+ G 5f
+ N d 2  G-Ýa¤, @o N ´ G 45f+Ð,d	,
N ⊆ Z(Op(G)), |N |(|N | − 1) Ø |G|  G ´óê+. ³UYÉ#ó,
3 [4] ¥	
5f+ N d 3  G-Ýa|¤+ G (. M. Shahryari
Ú M. A. Shahabi 3 [95, 96] ¥	
f+d 2 ½ 3  G-Ýa|¤+ G
(. U. Riese Ú M. A. Shahabi UYïÄ,3 [91]¥Ñ
f+d 4  G-Ý
a|¤+ G (.
30©äNµeÚÌSNc, ·k0e©ÎÒ. ©¤
Ä+þk+, Dn L« n ¡N+, nl(G) ´ G ¤k5ØA
I8Ü, cd(G) ´ G ¤kØAIgê8Ü, Zn L« n Ì+,
(Zr)
n L« rn Ð r-+.
y3, ·50e©äNµeÚÌSN.
·31Ù1!¥£
 Frobenius +X+Øx, 
Ú ¡ p-
 Frobenius +?1éì, ·Û
 Frobenius +
5. Frobenius +X
+Ød^30 Frobenius +Ö7¥Ñ¬9, ùÙ¥9+ØSN,
ëw B. Huppertnòk+ØÍ [60, 61, 62]±9M²¤,ïu,o¦)Ú




¢Sþ´ Frobenius +d^. Ï
 Frobenius +Ü©ØAI´p, ,Ü©K´J,5.
 M-+ØAI´p5, üa+kq/, ¤±·0

 Frobenius + M-+'X. Ï·(Ø¥^ 2-­D4 Frobenius
+5, ¤±31n!¥, ·£
 2-­D4 Frobenius +5(.
1Ù1!·£
 A. R. Camina ¤Ú\«aqu Frobenius +
+, ·rù«+Ú§5f+Üå5¡ Camina é.  G k
+, N ´ G ²ý5f+, ¡ (G,N) ´ Camina é, XJéz
 x ∈ G − N k xN ⊆ clG(x). A. R. Camina 3 [25] ¥y²
üb^´
d, ¿Ñ
 Camina é(½n.  , NõêÆóöÑé Camina é
?1
XïÄ. d, ·r Camina éd^®oå. 1!¥
·{ü0
' Camina é^2f
 CI é.  G ´k+, ¡ (G,H)
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